Abstract-In a typical distributed/parallel database system, a request mostly accesses a subset of the entire database. It is, therefore, natural to organize commonly accessed data together and to place them on nearby, preferably the same, machine(s)/site(s). For this reason, data partitioning and data allocation are performance critical issues in distributed database application design. In this paper, we are dealing with data partitioning. Data partitioning requires the use of clustering. Although many clustering algorithms have been proposed, their performance has not been extensively studied. Moreover, the special problem structure in clustering is rarely exploited. In this paper, we explore the use of a genetic search-based clustering algorithm for data partitioning to achieve high database retrieval performance. By formulating the underlying problem as a traveling salesman problem (TSP), we can take advantage of this particular structure. Three new operators for GAs are also proposed and experimental results indicate that they outperform other operators in solving the TSP. The proposed GA is applied to solve the data-partitioning problem. Our computational study shows that our GA performs well for this application.
I. INTRODUCTION
T O COPE with the increasing volume of today's database applications, cluster-computing technology provides an efficient solution. Cluster computers facilitate high performance and high reliability. These features are paramount in large database applications. Using them as database servers, data are typically partitioned and distributed widely over the cluster. This effectively results in a classical distributed or parallel database environment [1] and [35] .
Response time in a distributed or parallel database system 1 is largely determined by how the database programs and data are organized and stored on different machines/sites. In practice, it is quite common that database programs are available on each site and the main design issue in distributed databases reduces to the distribution of data. The concept is to place related data (e.g., a frequently accessed group of attributes) on nearby, or preferably the same, sites. Nevertheless, identification of such groups is not straightforward, especially in large applications involving thousands of database transactions. In general, the study 1 To simplify the discussion, we focus on distributed database design. However, the proposed method is equally applicable to parallel database design. of data distribution requires solving two problems: 1) the partitioning problem and 2) the allocation problem [48] . In this paper, we deal with the partitioning problem and propose a genetic search-based algorithm to solve it.
Given the work-profile of a database application, in terms of the transactions and the data they access, the objective of our algorithm is to identify the aforesaid data groups. Individual groups, commonly known as database fragments, could then be placed on the most appropriate computer site(s). Without loss of generality, our algorithm has been designed under the following assumptions.
1) The relational database model is assumed. Currently, relational databases are by far the most widely used in the industry [8] .
2) The application work-profile (i.e., the frequently accessed data and the corresponding transactions) is known in advance. Based on this information, user access patterns can be estimated, and from it important database transactions can be located. 3) In vertical partitioning (VP) applications, it is assumed that the primary key of a relation is duplicated in every vertical fragment produced. In this way, the reconstruction of the whole relation from its vertical fragments is possible through a join operation. A relation is essentially a table. Dividing a table into smaller ones requires two elementary operations: 1) VP and 2) horizontal partitioning (HP). Consider the relation PROJECT concerning all ongoing projects of a company in Fig. 1 . We may vertically divide it into two smaller units in Fig. 2 . The primary key ProjNo is duplicated in both relations so that the original relation can be reconstructed. Similarly, we may horizontally divide it into two smaller units, as shown in Fig. 3 . Vertical positioning and HP are elementary operations. They may also be nested and generate hybrid fragments.
Notice that relation fragments PROJECT1 and PROJECT2 in Fig. 2 are the tables defined by [ProjNo, ProjName, Location] and [ProjNo, Budget] , respectively. Similarly, the relation fragments for PROJECT3 and PROJECT4 in Fig. 3 are the tuple sets and , respectively. These fragments should not be randomly formed. It is the role of the database designers to determine how best to partition the original relation in order to achieve the highest performance and/or reliability over a computer cluster.
Lenstra and Kan Rinnooy [26] show that solving the clustering problem is equivalent to solving the associated traveling salesman problem (TSP). Therefore, we formulate the clustering problem in data partitioning as a TSP and propose a genetic algorithm (GA) framework to solve the associated TSP. Several crossover operators exploiting the TSP structure have been developed and shown to be more efficient than existing operators in solving the TSP. The new GA is applied to solve the data-partitioning problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review some related work in this area. Section III discusses the nature of the VP design and suggests that this design problem can be viewed as a TSP. We propose a genetic search-based solution exploiting the TSP structure in Section IV. The performance of our proposed crossover operators has been evaluated and the results are shown in Section V. Section VI presents an example of database partitioning. Several problems are generated and its performance is compared with a well-known algorithm. Section VII outlines the HP problem and shows that our approach is also applicable to it. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will review related work in VP and HP in database design. Readers may refer to Figs. 2 and 3 for examples of vertically divided and horizontally divided partitions, respectively.
A. Vertical Partitioning (VP)
The motivation of VP in database design is to minimize the number of page accesses while creating smaller fragments in order to satisfy user queries. As Navathe et al. [32] point out, if a relation has nonprimary key attributes, the number of possible fragments to consider would equal the th Bell number . For a large value of , . For example, when , ; when , ; and when , . Hence, it is not difficult for one to appreciate the complexity of the VP problem.
Hoffer [20] formulates a 0-1 nonlinear integer-programming model for the VP problem. The model minimizes storage, retrieval, plus update costs subject to capacity constraints on database subfiles. An approximate solution based on the bond energy (BE) algorithm is used. Eisner and Severance [11] propose to identify the most frequently accessed data fragments and place them in high-speed primary memory. This partitioning problem is isomorphic to the minicut-maxflow network problem, which can be solved with the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. However, the solution method is inefficient for large problems. Hammer and Niamir [17] designed a mechanism that can find a near optimal vertical partition, although it conducts a search through the space of all possible partitions by employing a hill-climbing technique.
Navathe et al. [32] extend the work of Hoffer. Affinity among attributes is defined in the affinity matrix to express the extent to which they are simultaneously processed. The BE algorithm is introduced to partition attributes according to their affinity. Since the BE algorithm does not necessarily produce a solution in a diagonal structure, a heuristic algorithm is required to divide attributes into overlapping or nonoverlapping fragments. Cornell and Yu [6] , [7] developed an integer programming formulation to solve the problem of VP. At each iteration, the formulation finds an optimal partitioning that splits the relation into two fragments. The formulation can be applied recursively until no profitable split can be found. However, this approach only finds a locally optimal partition. Navathe and Ra [33] propose an algorithm for VP that uses a graphical technique. The major feature of this algorithm is that all fragments are generated by one iteration in a time of . However, their algorithm has some undesirable features, as we note later in this paper. Lin and Zhang [28] propose a graphical VP algorithm to overcome some deficiencies found in the Navathe-Ra algorithm.
In both Navathe and Ra [33] and Lin and Zhang [28] , the associated attribute-affinity graph is constructed based on an affinity matrix. The edges with affinity value 0 are removed from the attribute-affinity graph to form an affinity graph. A cycle of an affinity graph is distinguished if the affinity values of the edges on the cycle are larger than the affinity values of the edges going out from the cycle. A distinguished subgraph is cycle-atomic if there is no distinguished cycle the vertex set of which is a proper subset of the vertex set of . A graph is 2-connected if the number of vertices is more than two, and if an arbitrary vertex is removed; the resulting graph is still connected. Similar to a cycle-atomic distinguished cycle, we may define a 2-connected atomic distinguished subgraph. A completely distinguished subgraph is a complete subgraph, which is distinguished.
Navathe and Ra [33] observe that a fragment can be produced from a distinguished cycle. A heuristic algorithm is used to find a cycle-atomic distinguished cycle in the affinity graph. However, their algorithm cannot always find a cycle-atomic completely distinguished cycle even if it exists. In Lin and Zhang [28] , their algorithm first finds a 2-connected atomic distinguished subgraph instead of a cycle-atomic distinguished cycle. Their algorithm is more efficient than the algorithm in [32] and more effective than that in [33] .
Cheng [4] proposes a new VP algorithm based on a branch and bound approach. In a binary access matrix, the algorithm out-performs the BE algorithms used by Hoffer [20] and Navathe et al. [32] . Huang and Van [23] propose an heuristic search algorithm to search the large solution space of partitions and to choose one partition that yields the minimum number of disk accesses by using the technique [37] .
B. Horizontal Partitioning (HP)
Ceri and Pelagate [3] develop an iterative procedure for HP. The set P of predicates is complete if and only if any two tuples belonging to the same partition are referenced with the same probability by any database applications. The set P is relevant if and only if each predicate in the set partitions the relation at hand. A simple predicate is relevant in determining a partition if and only if the predicate and its negation are referenced differently at least by one application. Ceri and Pelagate's partitioning algorithm involves adding relevant predicates to the set P until it is complete. It then forms database fragments based on P. As pointed out by Zhang and Orlowska [47] , the test of completeness involves the comparison of the probabilities of access by any applications. Thus, as the size of set P increases, the cost of calculation could be very expensive.
Alternatively, Zhang and Orlowska [47] define predicate affinity. The BE algorithm is then used to cluster predicates, and a horizontal partition is formed for each cluster. However, the BE algorithm may not necessarily produce clusters along the diagonal during cluster identification. When this happens, cluster extraction will require additional computation.
Indeed, the above methods can be broadly classified into two categories: 1) exact methods and 2) heuristic methods [12] . Exact methods seek to examine the possibility of an optimal solution. Results obtained by them are the best available. However, if the search space of a problem is very large, these methods may require excessive running time. To avoid examining all the feasible points in the search space, many methods attempt to eliminate solutions. For instance, the branch and bound approach tries to reduce the complexity through pruning, whereas the dynamic programming approach tries to avoid some redundant calculations present in the total enumeration. Although some achieve computational savings, most of them are still computationally infeasible for large problems. Heuristic methods seek to search for good approximation solutions. They are a popular way of addressing hard problems because of their simplicity and efficiency. In each iteration of these algorithms, an object is systematically moved to another cluster if such a move reduces the value of the objective function. It is possible that these methods may get stuck at a local minimum. Heuristic algorithms try to avoid this problem by taking several different random initial configurations and by applying a transformation procedure to each configuration. This type of evaluation is, however, too ad hoc, and the quality of the results is highly dependent on the type of data and objective function [12] .
III. CLUSTERING FOR VERTICAL PARTITIONING DESIGN
The VP model is represented by a transaction-attribute matrix. VP requires that the matrix rows and columns be rearranged to produce a special structural. The rearrangement problem has been shown to be equivalent to a TSP [26] . Hence, many TSP algorithms and heuristics may be used to try to solve the VP problem.
A. The Model
An application work-profile describes the access patterns of a set of transactions , e.g., over the attributes of the database relation, i.e., . For design purposes, it is commonly modeled by a transaction-attribute matrix. Consider the transaction-attribute matrix (see Fig. 4 ). It contains five nonprimary key attributes, i.e., , and four transactions, i.e., , accessing the relation. A "1" (or "0") entry in the matrix indicates that the corresponding transaction uses (or does not use) the attribute concerned.
To demonstrate the clustering concept, we assume that the frequencies of access of all transactions are the same, although this assumption will be relaxed later. Notice that in matrix 1, the distribution of "1" in the matrix is completely random. Such a matrix is not helpful in database design. Hence, there is a need for a procedure to find a special structure in the matrix if it exists. This special structure will help database designers to decide the composition of attributes in each fragment.
Consider another transaction-attribute matrix 2, (see Fig. 5 ). It is formed by rearranging certain rows and columns of matrix 1. Matrix 2 comprises a diagonal block structure. TC-1 is a transaction cluster, which accesses AC-1, an attribute cluster; similarly, TC-2 accesses AC-2. TC-1/AC-1 and TC-2/AC-2 form two perfectly separable submatrices. Practically, a transaction in a submatrix only accesses attributes in the same submatrix. Hence, attributes in a submatrix make up a fragment. These fragments could then be distributed over the computer system. This lays down the objective of VP. In distributed database design, the designers decompose the corresponding transaction-attribute matrix into submatrices. Attributes in a submatrix should closely match the data access requirements of the transactions in the same submatrix. The goal of VP is to maximize the number of "1" entries retained in submatrices. However, clearly separable submatrix patterns are not easy to determine; especially in real-life situations (e.g., banking) where the number of transactions could be in the thousands and the number of attributes could be up to the hundreds. Hence, this requires an automatic approach to partition such a matrix for database design.
Consider the transaction-attribute matrix 3 (see Fig. 6 ). Completely separable submatrices do not exist in matrix 3 because attributes and are accessed by transactions from different submatrices. Attributes 4 and 6 are known as inter-submatrix attributes. These inter-submatrix attributes are common and prevent the formation of clearly separable diagonal submatrices, and so existing clustering algorithms cannot handle them effectively [33] .
In this example, notice that the removal of inter-submatrix attributes and would lead to the formation of two perfectly separable submatrices. In general, to deal with the inter-submatrix attributes, e.g., and in matrix 3, the following two options may be taken in distributed database design:
1) duplicate the inter-submatrix attributes into all of the identified submatrices; 2) create an additional submatrix comprising the inter-submatrix attributes. The choice of these design options depends on the update frequency of the transactions. The former requires update of multiple copies of the same data to ensure data integrity. This inevitably would undermine the performance of the system. However, if updates were infrequent, multiple updates would be affordable. Under this circumstance, option 1 would be preferred. On the other hand, if update transactions were frequent, option 2 would be a better choice as data would be isolated and data inconsistency would be avoided.
B. The TSP Solution
The problem of determining a desirable permutation for rows and columns in a solution matrix can be formulated as a TSP [26] . To set up the TSP version of the VP problem, we will make use of distance measures between a pair of rows (attributes) and columns (transactions).
We define the distance (cost) between transaction and as follows:
if else (1) where is the entry in the unorganized transaction-attribute matrix ( represents transaction and represents attribute ) and is the access frequencies for transaction per unit time period.
Similarly, we use the following distance (cost) measure for attributes and :
In TSP, the total distance is calculated as the distance traveled by the salesman from the starting city to the last city plus the distance from the last city back to the starting city. The TSP objective is to minimize the total distance traveled by the salesman provided that each city (except the starting city) should be visited by once.
In the VP problem, the first and last attributes/transactions need not be connected and we observe that there is no constraint to govern the selection of the starting attribute/transaction. For this reason, we introduce a dummy attribute/transaction in our problem with distance zero for connecting to every attribute/transaction. We can now formulate the VP problem as a TSP.
There are several approaches that have been proposed for the permutation of attributes. A well-known approach is the BE algorithm proposed by McCormick et al. [29] . Slagle et al. [40] modified the BE algorithm and used it in data-reorganization. However, we observe that it is not easy to find a good solution, as the problem size gets larger. In this work, the partitioning problem is solved when the associated TSP is solved. However, solving the TSP is also very difficult. Given an -city TSP, it is easy to see that there will be possible tours. For example, if it takes 10 s to evaluate the cost of a tour, 36 s would be required to find the optimal tour for a 10-city TSP; and as grew up to 30, 2.8 10 y would be required to search all combinations! Traditionally, two approaches, namely, mathematical programming and heuristic methods, are used to solve the TSP. Although the mathematical programming approach (e.g., [25] and [31] ) can guarantee optimality of the solution, it requires excessive computational requirements. On the other hand, heuristic methods, such as 2-opt [27] or nearest insertion [38] , are efficient, but they cannot guarantee a high-quality solution.
A third class of solution methods has emerged in recent years. They are referred to as inter-disciplinary approaches. These methods generate new points in the search space by applying operators to current points and statistically moving toward more optimal places in the search space. They rely upon an intelligent search of a large but finite solution using statistical methods. These methods do not require taking cost function derivatives and can thus deal with discrete parameters and noncontinuous cost functions. They represent processes in nature that are remarkably successful at optimizing natural phenomena. These include simulated annealing (SA) [24] , [39] , tabu search ( [13] , [14] , [19] ), and GAs [16] .
The GA approach was developed by Holland [21] . The GA approach is a subset of evolutionary algorithms that model biological processes to optimize highly complex cost functions. It allows a population composed of many individuals to evolve under specified selection rules to a state that maximizes the "fitness" (i.e., minimizes the cost function). It has shown great promise in solving some very complicated combinatorial problems including some large-scale TSPs [34] . Clearly, the large population of solutions and simultaneously searching for better solutions give the GA its power. Some of the advantages of a GA are that it [18] : 1) optimizes with continuous or discrete parameters; 2) does not require derivative information; 3) simultaneously searches from a wide sampling of the cost surface; 4) deals with a large number of parameters; 5) is well suited for parallel computers; 6) optimizes parameters with extremely complex cost surfaces (it can jump out of a local minimum); 7) provides a list of optimum parameters, not just a single solution; 8) may encode the parameters so that the optimization is done with the encoded parameters; 9) works with numerically generated data, experimental data, or analytical functions. In this paper, we use GA to solve the VP problem and investigate the practicality of GA for database partitioning applications. Other techniques such as SA and tabu search can also be used. Different from other techniques, a GA usually has more than one distinctive individual in a generation. These individuals characterize the search space and they provide information regarding the search direction. The ability of making use of multiple individuals in providing the search direction potentially increases the performance of the GA.
IV. A GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR VERTICAL PARTITIONING
We propose to formulate the vertical database partitioning as a clustering problem and further propose to model the clustering problem as a TSP. By formulating the underlying problem as a TSP, one can take the advantages of its problem structure. Moreover, a GA-based approach is adopted to tackle the TSP. The use of a GA in TSP is not new [9] , [15] , [43] , [44] , [46] . Our contribution in this work is to propose and demonstrate three new crossover operators that are more efficient than existing operators in the literature. In this section, we address various design issues in the GA: initialization, coding (or representation), crossover, fitness function, mutation, parent selection, replacement, and termination.
A. Initialization
Initialization involves generating initial solutions to the problem. The initial solutions can be generated randomly or using some heuristic methods. For simplicity and to avoid additional overhead, we generate the initial population randomly.
B. Coding
Traditionally, GA uses a binary representation. However, since each digit has a cardinality of two, higher cardinality alphabets have been used and some researchers believe that these have advantages [2] . In our implementation, we use a nonbinary representation. Several coding methods have been proposed, such as adjacency, ordinal, path, and ordered [30] . Among them, the path representation is the most natural representation of a tour. We adopt the path representation in this work.
C. Crossover
Crossover requires two individuals to exchange their genetic composition. The offspring then inherit some genes from parents via this operation.
Several operators have been proposed for the TSP: partially-mapped (PMX) [15] , order (OX) [9] , cycle (CX) [9] , OX2 and position-based crossover (PB) [44] , edge recombination (ER) crossover [46] , and enhanced edge recombination crossover (EER) [43] . Michalewics [30] provides a review of these operators. Starkweather et al. [43] studied several crossover operators and concluded that for the TSP the important information would seem to be the adjacency information. The ER operator explicitly preserves adjacency information and clearly has the best performance on this problem. Moreover, the EER operator further improves the performance of the system [43] .
1) Enhanced Cost Edge Recombination (ECER) Crossover:
We propose a modified version of EER [43] . Our proposed crossover (ECER) is similar to the EER operator in [43] except that we consider the cost of edges for breaking ties. It has been observed that the GA works well on the TSP if adjacency information from two parents can be effectively transferred to offspring [43] . If tie breaking in EER is managed well, the process of transformation of adjacency information from parents can be done more effectively.
The ER operator is different from other genetic sequencing operators in that it emphasizes adjacency information instead of the order or position of the items in the sequence. The "edge table" used by the operator is really an adjacency table listing the connections into and out of a node (i.e., a city) found in the two parent sequences. The edges are then used to construct offspring in such a way that we avoid isolation nodes or elements in the sequence [43] .
For example, the tour contains the links . In order to preserve links present in the two parent sequences, a table is built which contains all the links present in each parent tour. The table for this tour is given as follows: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . Building the offspring then proceeds as follows.
Step 1) Select a starting element. This can be one of the starting elements from a parent, or it can be chosen from the set of elements that have the fewest entries in the edge table.
Step 2) Of the elements that have links to this previous element, choose the element that has the fewest number of links remaining in its edge table entry. Ties are broken randomly.
Step 3) Repeat Step 2 until the new offspring sequence is complete [46] . When the ER operator was first implemented, it had no active mechanism to preserve "common subsequence" between two parents. Later, Starkweather et al. [43] proposed the EER operator which solved this problem. In EER, during the construction of the "edge table," if an insertion involves an item which is already in the edge table that element of the sequence must be a common edge. The elements of a sequence are stored in the edge In EER, priority is given to negative entries when constructing offspring. Suppose the starting node is node , the EER operator will choose node as its next node. However, a tie can be formed when there are more than one entry with negative values and both having the same number of links to other entries. In this circumstance, EER will break the tie randomly. However, for ECER, it will choose the edge with the smallest cost among those entries. Suppose the starting node is node . In the edge table, there are two entries ( and ) with negative values. Furthermore, both node and node have three links to other entries. EER would break the tie randomly by choosing either node or node as its adjacent node. However, ECER will choose the edge with minimum cost. Suppose the edge having edge cost 100 and edge having edge cost 40. In this case, node will be chosen as its adjacent node.
Furthermore, if there is no negative entries, ECER will choose the entry with the smallest number of links to other entries. If a tie is formed, it will break the tie by choosing the edge with the smallest cost.
Note that ECER will bias the crossover permutation by favoring the selection of edges with lower costs. It speeds up the searching time for the whole system without degrading the quality of the solution. Some experiments have been conducted to demonstrate that ECER outperforms the EER operator in most cases.
2) Shortest Path Crossover Operator: In this section, a new genetic sequencing operator, namely shortest path crossover operator (SP) is proposed.
The crossover permutation can be considered as an SP problem. The previous example is used to demonstrate the SP mechanism. Suppose in a particular generation, two parents and are chosen. The distance between two nodes is given in the following matrix.
If there is no corresponding edge in both parents, the cost of the edge is set to (in practice, some very large number). Note that the diagonal entries are set to null because they are not applicable.
Dijkstra's SP algorithm [10] is applied in order to find a shortest path from a specified node to another specified node. To construct new offspring, we proceed as follows.
Step 1) Choose a starting node that can be one of the starting elements from a parent.
Step 2) Choose the ending node by using the same criterion used in ECER.
Step 3) Apply Dijkstra's SP algorithm to find a shortest path from the starting node to the ending node. In some cases, a feasible ending node may not be found. This happens when the starting node is isolated. In this case, an unvisited node will be selected according to its parent order to continue the tour. Suppose we choose node as the starting node. Since edge is a common edge, node will be chosen as the ending node. By applying the SP algorithm, the shortest path from node to node is . Now, node becomes the starting node, and according to ECER, it will choose node as its ending node. The shortest path from node to node is just . By repeating this process, SP will generate a new offspring . The searching process can be improved by using an edge table instead of a weight matrix. The computational cost associated with SP crossover can be less than Dijkstra's SP algorithm [10] . The original version of Dijkstra's SP requires computational time because it requires a search of nodes twice. With the use of an edge table, since each node can only have four feasible links, the searching time can be reduced to . In each generation, we might have to apply the SP algorithm several times. For the worst case, it may be times for number of nodes. Therefore, the SP crossover operator will require time for nodes in each generation.
As we shall see, experiments demonstrate that in most cases the quality of the solutions obtained by using SP is better than those by using other crossover mechanisms.
3) Shortest Edge Crossover Operator: Sometimes, users may seek to have a fair solution and want to spend a minimum of time on computation. We propose the shortest edge crossover operator (SE), which may satisfy this criterion.
The SE is very simple. By starting with a node, each time it will pick up an edge which has the minimum cost among all feasible edges. In case no feasible edges exist, it will randomly pick up an unvisited node and continue the search.
Consider the same example above. Suppose we have two parents and and the distance values given in Fig. 7 . We choose node as the starting node. Among all feasible edges , edge has the minimum cost which is 40. Thus, we pick edge . Starting with node , we choose node e since edge has the minimum cost. By repeating this process, SE generates a new offspring . With the use of the edge table, the searching time for the above process can be improved. Since each node only can have four feasible edges at most. Thus, for nodes, SE will require time in each generation. Since SE will only choose the smallest edge to construct offspring, it can avoid unnecessary random search. Thus, the population can converge faster than other operators can (i.e., it gives the smallest amount of execution time). As we shall see, experiments show that SE produces a fair solution using the smallest computation time, although its solution quality is worse than that of SP.
D. Fitness Function
A fitness function must be used to evaluate the "fitness" (value) of the individuals within the population. Parents are selected from the population using a scheme that favors the more fit individuals to produce offspring. Good individuals will probably have more opportunities to be selected as a parent, while poor ones may not be selected at all.
For VP, the fitness function used is the total distance as described in (1) or (2) . By minimizing the total distance (fitness), attributes that "used" by similar transactions are grouped together. To diagonize a matrix, we may rearrange the transactions using the proposed approach.
E. Mutation
Mutation is applied to each child individually after crossover. It randomly alters each gene with a small probability (typically 0.001). Mutation, thus, provides a small amount of random search, and helps to ensure that no point in the search space has a zero probability of being examined. Several mutation operators are suggested in [30] . Since our objective is to compare the performance of various crossover operators, we do not use any mutation operator in our implementation.
F. Parent Selection Techniques
Parent selection is a process that allocates reproductive opportunities to individuals. The biased selection enables the convergence of the search. However, this sometimes may lead to premature convergence. To overcome this problem, Whitley [45] conducts some experiments on the use of fitness ranking and fitness proportionate reproduction. He shows that fitness ranking is superior to fitness proportionate reproduction.
Fitness proportionate reproduction is a conventional method for parent selection. It allocates reproductive opportunities to individuals in according to their relative values of the fitness function. As reported in Michalewicz [30] , this parent selection method is biased in favor of some super-fit individuals to the extent that it prevents other individuals from contributing any offspring to future generations.
Fitness ranking ranks individuals in the population according to their values of the fitness function and gives higher reproductive probabilities to individuals with higher rank. The advantage is that an individual in a particular rank will end up with the same chance to be selected as its parent each time regardless of its fitness value. In our implementation, we use this latter approach.
Another feature of this approach is that it provides a means for directly controlling selective pressure (bias). Selective pressure affects the diversity of the population. As selective pressure increases, the search concentrates on the highly fit individuals and hence, it decreases the diversity of the population. We adopt the selection pressure [45] (i.e., a linear function is used). Therefore, selective pressure equal to 1.5 implies that the top ranked individual in the population is 1.5 times more likely to reproduce (in one reproductive cycle) than the median individual in the population. 
G. Replacement
In each generation, some individuals with poor fitness are replaced by new offspring. In our implementation, we adopt a steady-state approach similar to that of GENITOR [45] . In each generation, only the two worst individuals are replaced. Therefore, parents and offspring may coexist in a population.
H. Termination
The process of crossover and replacement are repeated until the population converges or attains a prespecified maximum number of generations. In our implementation, we employ the former criteria. The population is said to have converged when all of the genes (individuals) have the same fitness value. As the population converges, the average fitness will approach that of the best individual.
I. Implementation
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given as follows.
1. Calculate the distance matrix for attribute grouping. 2. Generate an initial population of N random solutions (individuals). 3. While (termination criteria not satisfied) do Select two parents P1 and P2 according to fitness ranking. Using the crossover operator to generate two new offspring. Replace the two worst individuals in the population with two new offspring. 4. End while 5. Output the attribute sequence and identify fragments.
The input to the algorithm is the cost matrix of the attributes obtained by using (2) . The algorithm starts by generating a number of individuals. For each generation, two parents are selected to produce two new offspring. The two worst individuals will be replaced by these two new offspring in the population. The above process terminates when the stopping criteria are reached and the algorithm outputs the top ranked individual, which is the attribute sequence. By cutting the attribute sequence, fragments are identified, as will be shown in Section VI. We adopt an example from the literature to demonstrate the applicability of our GA to solve the VP problem.
V. PERFORMANCE OF OPERATORS IN TSPs
Ten crossover operators, namely, EER, ER, OX, PMX, CX, OX2, PB, ECER, SE, and SP, have been tested. We attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of various operators in solving the traditional TSP.
A. Parameters
A 48-node problem (hk48), adopted from TSPLIB [36] , demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed crossover in solving the TSP. The lower bound of this problem is 11 461 [36] . We compare the performance on two levels: each of the above operators is used to run using the same parameters for ten experiments and then each is tuned for best results. The parameters for the first comparison are: selective pressure (bias) of 1.5 and population size of 1000. The experiments have been conducted on a SUN SPARC Ultra-5_10 machine. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The average trials are the average number of generations for a GA to converge in ten runs. The average best cost is the average of the lowest costs found by a GA in ten runs. The gap is the percentage difference between the average best cost and the lower bound for this problem.
We have attempted to optimize the performance of each operator by tuning the bias and population size. Each iteration we increase the population size by 100 until there is no further improvement in the solution. Next, we vary the bias from 1.1 to 2.0 and obtained the best value for the bias. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 clearly indicates that enhanced ER outperforms its predecessors. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the SE, SP, and ECER, we use all the TSP instances that have sizes below 1000 from the TSPLIB [36] . We compare the performance of our operators against EER. For each problem instance, we have conducted the experiment once.
We use the parameters obtained in Fig. 8 . Four operators are used to solve the problem instances. To give a fair comparison, we partition the problems into three sets. The first set contains problem sizes less than or equal to 100 nodes; set 2 contains problems with size between 100 and 500 nodes; and set 3 
B. Discussion
In general, using larger population sizes leads to better solutions, but more searching time is required. Using higher selection bias values in general gave a smaller number of trials. In Fig. 8 , despite our proposed operators, our ranking of operators is similar to the ranking cited by Starkweather et al. [43] .
Generally, our proposed operators outperform the EER in the quality of solutions produced and in the CPU time used. Even for small-sized problems, our proposed operators are better than the EER by about 4% (see Fig. 9 ) and the time used can be reduced to 18% of the original CPU time. The performances of our proposed operators are more significant in solving large-sized problems. For large-sized problems (see Fig. 11 ), the average gap obtained by using EER is about 70% whereas our proposed operators can obtain the solutions with gaps around 25%. Moreover, the CPU time used by EER is much longer than the time used by our proposed operators.
In most cases, the SE operator produces a fair result given the smallest computational time. It converges faster than other operators do without losing the ability of finding a fair solution. For solving small and medium-sized problems, SE lags behind SP and ECER. However, the difference diminishes when large problem instances are used. The performance of ECER is bounded by the SE and SP performances. It uses more time than SE but less time than SP. The results obtained are also between the SE and SP results. For solving small and medium-sized problems (see Figs. 9 and  10) , SP produces the best results given the average gap is the smallest among all operators. However, the time used by SP is more than for SE and ECER. For solving large-sized problems (see Fig. 11 ), the SP performance lags slightly behind that of SE.
To conclude, when the user seeks to obtain the best quality solution, SP is a good choice. If both time and quality are a concern, ECER is a better choice. On the other hand, SE is suitable when the user seeks to have a fair solution in the shortest amount of time.
VI. PERFORMANCE OF OPERATORS IN VERTICAL PARTITIONING
An example with 20 attributes and 15 transactions is adopted from [32] to provide a comprehensive understanding of our algorithm in solving the VP. The performance of the GA depends on many factors, including the following: 1) population size; 2) termination criteria; 3) selective pressure.
After tuning the parameter values through several experiments, we set the population size to 1200 and selective pressure to 1.2. The ECER operator is used and the GA is run until the whole population converges.
The computational time is about 10 s and the total number of trials (generations) for attribute grouping is 3017 and for transaction grouping is 8774. All solutions converge. They have the same total distance of 720 for attribute grouping and 875 for transaction grouping. (Note that we skip the transaction permutation because we are only interested in grouping attributes. Transactions were permuted in order to obtain a better understanding of the rearranged transaction-attribute matrix). Fig. 13 shows the rearranged transaction-attribute matrix after permutation of attributes and transactions.
To obtain fragments, we cut the attribute tour at the edge having the highest cost. Such cutting is reasonable since it satisfies the subjective criterion of a "good" VP [32] , that is: 1) attributes most frequently accessed together by transactions should form a fragment; 2) all pairs of attributes in a fragment have high-affinity "within fragment" but low affinity "between fragments." To determine the best VP result in this case, the selection criterion developed by Stanfel [41] , [42] can be used. This selection criterion seeks to minimize the average distance within groups and maximize the average distance between groups. The distance function between two attributes defined in (2) measures the extent of the two attributes jointly accessed by transactions. A large value of the distance function between a pair of attributes means that these two attributes are rarely accessed together by transaction. On the other hand when a small value means that these two attributes are often accessed together by transactions. Hence, minimizing the average distance within groups will produce a fragment with attributes accessed together by transactions. Furthermore, maximizing the average distance between groups will put attributes not accessed together by transactions into different fragments.
The production of these fragments is critical to the performance of cluster computers. These fragments may be replicated in a distributed environment in the data allocation phase. If multiple copies of a fragment are available in the system, some copies are still accessible even when some parts of the system fail. Therefore, the reliability of read-only queries is improved through replication. However, replication requires updates to be properly propagated to all affected fragments. This not only complicates the data integrity functions of a distributed database management system but also inevitably increases communication load created by update propagation. Hence, the degree of replication is determined by considering the trade-off between the frequencies of read-only queries and update queries in the data allocation phase.
To formulate the chosen selection criterion, we define if records and are in the same group otherwise.
The expression for the average distance within groups is given as While the expression for the average distance between groups is given as (4) where is the distance between the attributes and . Hence, in order to achieve the objective of maximizing the homogeneity of records within groups as well as the heterogeneity of records between groups, the difference between the average distance within groups and the average distance between groups is minimized as shown in the following:
The partition point is the result that gives the minimum value of (5). Clearly, the objective value of (5) can be used as a statistic to compare cluster validity. It measures the degree of linear correspondence between attributes within the same group. Small values suggest that the attributes within the same group agree with one another. In fact, this statistic is quite similar to Hubert's statistic [22] , which can be used to test cluster validity.
The above approach was used to identify fragments. Four fragments were identified, namely, , , , and . Note that the fragments identified are the same as the one obtained by Navathe et al. [32] .
A. Comparative Study
The BE algorithm, proposed by McCormick et al. [29] , is a straightforward procedure for permuting the rows and columns of an matrix of nonnegative entries so as to maximize the objective function. Slagle et al. [40] modify the BE algorithm and use it for clustering. We note that in the BE algorithm, the objective function is maximized, while in the Slagle's algorithm, the objective function is minimized. In the BE algorithm, the objective function measures the affinity between every objects, whereas in the Slagle's algorithm, the objective function measures the cost between every objects. The Slagle's algorithm can find a short path, but not necessarily the shortest path.
To compare the effectiveness of our algorithm with Slagle's, several problem instances with different sizes have been generated. First, we generate a matrix with diagonal block structure. Next, each transaction is randomly assigned an access frequency. To avoid solving a trivial problem, some randomness is introduced into the matrix. By taking some chances, e.g., 0.1, the entries in the matrix are swapped from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. Finally, the columns and rows of the matrix are randomly swapped and an initial transaction-attribute matrix is generated.
Each problem has been solved ten times and the average is obtained. For GA, the population size is set to 1200 and selective pressure is set to 1.2 and the ECER operator is used. The results for solving the VP problem are shown in Fig. 14. 
B. Discussion
In Fig. 14 , the problem size is the number of attributes of the VP. The number of fragments is the number of clusters that the problem has. The third column shows the probability of swapping and is used to control the randomness of the problem. A large swapping value suggests that the transaction-attribute matrix is very scattered. Note that for a swapping value larger than 0.2, the problem become very scattered and very few interesting clusters can be formed. Therefore, the swapping value has been restricted to less than 0.2.
The total distance of the solution path is the summation of the values as described in (2) . Note that the distance used by our GA is the same as Slagle's. When clusters are identified using the Stanfel's approach, the objective values of (5) are also summed up. Small values of (5) suggest that clusters obtained are more valid.
The first row in Fig. 14 shows a problem with 20 attributes and four fragments. The swapping value is zero. That means, the matrix can be rearranged to a perfectly diagonal block structure and each transaction will access one fragment only. The summation values of (5) are both 481, which indicate that both algo- rithms are able to cluster similar attributes together and identify the corresponding fragments. Regarding the objective value, GA has a lower value, which indicates that GA can further minimize the total distance of the attribute path.
For other problems, GA can further minimize the objective function and gives lower values of (5). This implies that fragments clustered by GA are more reasonable. Compared with other methods, GA is more significant in solving large and scattered problems. Unlike Eisner and Serverance [11] and some heuristic algorithms, GA can solve large problem very well as it always guarantees a fair solution under finite computation time. It is critical in real-life situations, e.g., banking, where the number of transactions could be thousands and the number of attributes could be up to hundreds.
VII. HORIZONTAL PARTITIONING
As noted earlier in this paper, HP decomposes a relational table along its tuples. There are two related but different types of partitioning: primary and derived. Primary HP of a relation is performed using predicates that are defined on that relation. Derived HP is the partitioning of a relation, which results in predicates being defined on another relation. Our discussion of HP focuses mainly on the former.
Given the relation PROJECT in Fig. 1 , the SQL query "SELECT FROM PROJECT WHERE Budget 140 000" will extract the information of all projects with budgets over 140 000. At this point, we are only interested in the simple predicate (i.e., Budget 140 000). The predicate forms the basis of one of the horizontal partitions in Fig. 2 . In general, given a relation , where is an attribute defined over domain , a simple predicate defined on has the form Value where and Value . SQL queries containing simple predicates are common. However, in some occasions, e.g., in decision support system (DSS) applications, ad hoc queries are also frequent. Consider the relation PROJECT in Fig. 1 again. An example may be " SELECT FROM PROJECT WHERE Budget 140 000 AND Location Michigan." These queries inevitably involve complicated predicates. A complicated predicate consisting of multiple simple predicates 2 could be decomposed into an equivalent collection of SQL queries with simple predicates.
For this reason, irrespective of the complexity of the predicates, HP could be achieved by analyzing them.
Primary horizontal partitioning: Given an SQL query containing a set of simple predicates accessing a relation , we define as the set of all simple predicates. The objective of primary HP is to define some complicated predicates (involving logical OR and/or AND operations) to decompose the relation into fragments, which will then be distributed over the computer clusters.
Similar to the transaction-attribute matrix for VP, we use a transaction-predicate matrix to represent the predicate access pattern of a set of given transactions. This matrix is used to define the primary HP model. Based on the transaction-predicate matrix, we identify and remove inter-cluster predicates in order to form clusters of transactions using the same set of predicates. Further, using the clusters and inter-cluster predicates, we can define the database partitions (i.e., fragments). We use an example in [47] to illustrate our partitioning strategy. In this example, (Eno, Ename, Sal, Degree) is a relation schema and there are seven transactions (T1-T7) using nine predicates over . These predicates are as follows: Based on the information provided, the transaction-predicate matrix shown in Fig. 15 is produced. Since transaction 1 uses predicates P1, P3, and P6, the corresponding matrix elements are "1."
Following Zhang and Orlowska [47] , we construct the predicate affinity matrix in Fig. 16 . The calculation of predicate affinity is done in the same fashion as that of attribute affinity as specified by (2). We apply our algorithm to cluster the distance matrix for predicates in Fig. 16 and obtain the following path for predicates: 3-2-1-4-8-7-5-9-6. The total cost for this path is 485, which is the total distance of the path. This can be calculated by tracking the relevant distance between two predicates in the distance matrix. Similarly, our algorithm clusters the distance matrix for transactions and finds this path for the transaction group: 1-2-3-7-5-6-4. Using the same method, the total cost for the path for the transaction group is 410.
The rearranged transaction-predicate matrix is shown in Fig. 17 . Clearly, it is difficult to identify submatrices. However, the edge that contributes the highest cost of the predicate path is 7-5. We cut the path at this edge. As a result, we have higher costs between fragments; and within a fragment we have lower costs among predicates. Two subsets are formed which are and . Note that when we apply the quadratic equation (proposed by Navathe et al. [32] ) to cluster the matrix, we get the same result that was obtained by Zhang and Orlowska [47] . They form two subsets: and . As proposed by Zhang and Orlowska [47] , the first subset can be simplified to Sal 50 K. The second subset for fragmentation is . neither will be assigned to the third partition. In this way, the third partition could be characterized by the following predicate.
((Sal 50 K) AND (Degree Ph.D.)) OR ((Sal 50 K) AND (Eno 30 OR Eno 60).
Related to derived HP, let us note that database transactions often access more than one relation. Related database relations can be connected through joins. For example, in Fig. 18 , relations SALARY and EMPLOYEE are connected by a link, L, representing a join. The member of the link is EMPLOYEE and the owner of the link is SALARY.
Horizontal partitions of the member relation of a link are derived using a selection operation specified on the owner relation of the link. In other words, the member relation will be partitioned according to the partitioning of the owner relation. The partitioning algorithm is similar to the partitioning algorithm for primary HP except the partitions from the owner relation are used.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a genetic search-based clustering approach to database partitioning. We propose a new approach, which formulates the partitioning problem as a TSP to permute attribute/transaction. A solution methodology based on GAs is used to obtain the solution. Our approach is shown to outperform Slagle's [40] , which is similar to the well-known BE algorithm [29] . Two new genetic operators, SE and SP, as well as a modified version of the existing enhanced ER crossover operato, are proposed for solving the TSP. The performance for several operators has been evaluated. Our results indicate that our proposed crossovers have different contributions in solving the TSP and that they outperform other operators in solving the problem. The proposed algorithm, which was originally designed for VP, seems readily applicable to the HP problem where attributes in VP can be regarded as predicates in HP.
In the future, we will focus on low-level design issues, such as hardware parameters, in the cost function, extend the application in designing mixed partitioning, overlapping fragments, and fragments used in different memory level, and design a special crossover operator and mutation operator to further improve the system.
